
Are you passionate about data, machine learning, analytics and AI? Do you like to stay up to date

with the latest technological developments? Are you interested in di�erent projects in the area of   

data & analytics and would you like to pass on your knowledge? Then we look forward to getting

to know you.

Senior Data Scientist (all genders)

What you can expect:

You will take over technical

responsibility in the area of   AI and

Analytics at Parsionate

You willl be responsible for the

technical leadership of the team,

share your knowledge and further

develop the team

Your skillset:

You have successfully completed

your studies in computer science,

mathematics, physics or a

comparable subject

You have several years of practical

experience as a data scientist



You have access to innovative

solutions in data science, cloud

and data storage

You work with data engineers and

analysts to understand customer

requirements and develop

appropriate solutions

Your tasks include advising our

customers on suitable AI use cases

as well as selecting suitable

approaches and methods

An agile working environment in

which you decide on your

potential tasks

You support the sales team in

presales situations in your role as

topic manager and thus win new

projects

You actively shape the ongoing

development of the service

portfolio in the area of   AI

You have experience in solution

design and can clearly

communicate the bene�ts of

projects

You know and use the current

technologies for operating data

science solutions in the cloud

(Docker, Kubernetes)

You have experience with

common data science stacks

(Python, Tensor�ow, Keras,

Sklearn or ML�ow) and knowledge

of common software tools (Git,

PyCharm)

You have in-depth knowledge of

current programming concepts,

such as design patterns or data

structures

When you think of a CD, you don't

�rst think of an outdated storage

medium

You are open, communicative,

enjoy working in a team and enjoy

sharing knowledge

You have very good written and

spoken German and English skills

Über Parsionate

Parsionate berät Unternehmen, hebt ihre Potenziale oder er�ndet gemeinsam mit ihnen ganz neue

Lösungen. Alles auf Basis von Daten und deren Möglichkeiten. Wir nennen es Data Leadership. Mit unserer

Expertise konzentrieren wir uns auf den Nutzen und die Erfolge, die wir für unsere Kunden und Partner

generieren. Genau deshalb arbeitet Parsionate „End-to-End“ – also von der Strategieentwicklung bis hin zur

vollständigen technologischen Umsetzung. Daran arbeiten über 200 Expertinnen und Experten an unseren

Parsionate-Standorten in Europa. Werde ein Teil davon. 

parsionate GmbH

Helen Roth

Motorstraße 25



70499 Stuttgart

working@parsionate.com

Jetzt Bewerben Über WhatsApp bewerben

https://parsionate-gmbh.onlyfy.jobs/apply/5idvplcdirxwkjb63pv4d1n8lxqvspy
https://of-parsionate-gmbh.pitchyou.de/go/5idvplcdirxwkjb63pv4d1n8lxqvspy

